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The option to tackle climate change by means of Solar Radiation Management
(SRM) is mostly thought to reduce efforts of mitigating greenhouse gas emissions.
Here we hypothesize that (i) a unilateral threat to employ SRM can induce players
to commit to strategies with increased mitigation effort compared to what would
be observed at the Nash equilibrium in emission strategies only and (ii) there exists
a way to share the burden imposed by commitment to avoid SRM that Pareto
dominates an alternative that would involve too high current emission levels then
followed by future SRM deployment. To study these hypotheses we develop a tworegion, two-stage, two-period game where regions choose mitigation and SRM. While
SRM targets regional climate preferences, in line with current scientific evidence its
deployment leads to uncertain damages on the other region. We first develop the
general theory and then study a more specific linear-quadratic application. Finally
we calibrate the model to real-world data and find that hypothesis (ii) holds for
plausible values.
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Motivation

Global carbon emissions have been rising over the last decades and still continue to increase (Le Quéré et al., 2018). The Paris Agreement has, by introducing the Nationally
Determined Contributions, changed the previously cooperative climate negotiations to a
non-cooperative Nash game. This indicates that coordinated climate negotiations have
failed, and the lack of stringent coordinated climate policy is expected to lead to low
mitigation efforts and thus substantial warming. Against this background, some in the
scientific community argue that solar geoengineering may eventually become an option of
last resort (Latham, 1990; Schelling, 1996; Crutzen, 2006; Weitzman, 2009, 2011). Solar
geoengineering or solar radiation management (SRM) are technical measures that directly
change the earth’s radiation balance. One such measure is spraying sulfate aerosol into the
stratosphere (Crutzen, 2006).1 The direct costs of SRM are small, and substantial global
cooling could be achieved at low operational costs (Crutzen, 2006; Klepper and Rickels,
2014) such that unilateral deployment of SRM (‘free driving’) will be possible (Barrett,
2008; Weitzman, 2015). Yet, SRM does not provide a perfect cure for the problem of climate change, as it tackles the symptom and not its cause, which is the continuous increase
in greenhouse gas concentration. The cooling effect of SRM is regionally heterogeneous
(Ricke et al., 2010; Moreno-Cruz et al., 2012; Quaas et al., 2016), and thus regions have diverging preferences with respect to the amount of SRM deployment (Robock, 2008; Heyen
et al., 2015). SRM also affects precipitation patterns in various and often unpredictable
ways, with potentially damaging effects in some regions of the world (Allen and Ingram,
2002; Robock, 2008; Ricke et al., 2012; Ferraro et al., 2014; Aswathy et al., 2015). Thus,
while it is possible to control one’s own climate through SRM, there can be potentially
substantial negative climate impacts on other regions of the world.
1

This is inspired by the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 in the Philippines. This eruption was

accompanied with the release of 20 million metric tons of sulfur dioxide which then reached the upper
atmosphere and reacted with water vapor to form a global haze. As a result, scientists observed a decrease
in direct solar radiation of about 30% whereas the average temperature on earth dropped by 0.5◦ C for
more than a year.
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Due to the lack of experience, the actual risks of the novel technology of SRM are
unknown. The literature in climate ethics puts forward reasons against starting SRM
in the first place (Gardiner et al., 2010). This includes the argument of a ‘slippery
slope’, according to which starting SRM, even at an experimental scale, would create a
dynamic that would lead to large-scale deployment, irrespective of potential consequences
(Jamieson, 1996). Also the general public mostly rejects the idea to use SRM for tackling
climate change (Merk et al., 2015). One reason why people object against starting to
undertake SRM is the widespread opinion that humans should not manipulate nature in
the way injecting sulfate would (Merk et al., 2015).
The previous economic literature studying SRM has mostly relied on integrated assessment frameworks (Heutel et al., 2016; Moreno-Cruz and Smulders, 2017; Emmerling and
Tavoni, 2018) to analyze how the potential deployment of SRM interferes with efforts of
mitigating greenhouse gas emissions under uncertainty; and whether or not to undertake
SRM research (Quaas et al., 2017). In this literature a typical finding is that the SRM
option reduces the mitigation efforts, as SRM may serve as a substitute for mitigation to
tackle catastrophic climate change (referred to as ‘moral hazard’ in this literature; Keith
2000). As SRM also raises new strategic options, the economic literature has also studied the incentives to unilaterally undertake SRM in a strategic setting (Schelling, 1996;
Barrett, 2008; Weitzman, 2015).
In this paper, we are interested in a new strategic interaction that may come out
of the availability and affordability of SRM measures. The specific hypothesis we test
in our theory is that regions may strategically choose a stronger mitigation effort than
in the non-cooperative setting without an SRM option. The idea is that countries may
want to remain in the ‘safe’ domain without geoengineering and thus mitigate strongly
enough such that no region will unilaterally deploy SRM. We derive conditions on the
regions’ preferences, damage functions, abatement technology, and international transfer
agreements, under which this hypothesis either holds or does not hold. Additionally, we
study if the threat of unilateral SRM deployment may act as a coordination device. We
find that regions’ interaction may lead to two different equilibria. In the first equilibrium,
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regions commit to emission levels such that it is not worthwhile to undertake SRM. In
the second one, they continue to release a large amount of emissions knowing that it will
trigger SRM deployment in the future. We want to determine under which conditions the
former outcome Pareto dominates the latter.
Our contribution is related to Moreno-Cruz (2015), who develops a two-period game
where regions non-cooperatively choose their mitigation effort in the first period and then
may undertake SRM during the second one. Within this framework, he looks at the
impact of unilateral SRM on mitigation efforts at the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
by comparing these efforts with those that would arise at the first best or cooperative
solution. He concludes that unilateral SRM deployment (in the future) may induce inefficiently high levels of mitigation by the threatened region when asymmetries in terms of
climate change and SRM damages are sufficiently large. He observes that regions “would
be better off negotiating a treaty where both countries jointly implement mitigation.”
However, Moreno-Cruz does not explain how this coordination might take place. This is
the contribution of the current paper: our aim is to properly deal with the alternative
scenario to SRM deployment. We believe that the analysis should still be conducted in
a non cooperative setting and instead involves a commitment problem. Indeed, the main
question we want to ask is under which conditions it is optimal for one or both regions
to refrain from emitting too much to avoid the threat of SRM.
To address this issue, we develop a two-region, two-stage, two-period game similar to
Moreno-Cruz (2015), where regions face heterogeneous climate damages and have heterogeneous preferences on SRM. In line with the scientific evidence on SRM, we assume
the region who employs SRM can control the local climate perfectly. The other region’s
climate may be disrupted by this use of SRM, and, furthermore, the other region’s citizens
may have severe concerns about using SRM in the first place. The simplest way to capture
this idea is to assume that the use of SRM induces a shift from a certain damage to a
(larger) expected damage, especially for the region that is not using SRM. The analysis of
the second period problem reveals the existence a threshold level for aggregate emissions
that triggers (unilateral) SRM deployment by the region who is the most vulnerable to
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climate change. This implies that, as seen from the first period, regions’ payoffs are defined piecewise depending on whether first period aggregate emissions exceed or remain
below the threshold. Regions – particularly the one who is subject to the threat of SRM
– may naturally want to take care of the existence of the threshold because it affects the
payoffs. This is where our approach differs from the previous literature, and in particular
from Moreno-Cruz (2015). To model this situation, we adopt a commitment perspective.
This consists in endowing the regions with another discrete decision. They can choose
to commit to constrain aggregate emissions to a level below the threshold beyond which
some region would unilaterally deploy SRM. As a special case of this commitment scenario, one region alone may cut emissions to the extent that aggregate emissions remain
below the threshold. To form the decision on emissions, the regions have to anticipate
the possible outcomes of the interaction in the two next stages (periods).
Our first step is to characterize these equilibria. We find that there are two possible subgame perfect equilibria. Either the regions do not care about the constraint on
emissions and choose their emission level freely and non-cooperatively given the future
SRM reactions of the regions . This we refer to as the equilibrium without commitment.
Or, they may want to take into account the constraint in their first period decision on
emissions and then jointly choose emissions such as to comply with the constraint that
emissions should be low enough that there will be no SRM deployment in the subgame
perfect equilibrium. This characterizes what we call the equilibrium with commitment.
Our second step then is to study the conditions under which one of these equilibria is
more likely to emerge as the subgame perfect equilibrium Our results show that even in
the worst scenario in which one region alone bears the responsibility of meeting (or not) the
constraint on aggregate emissions, this region may prefer to commit to it. This conclusion
holds under some conditions that all point to the same requirement, namely that the
equilibrium with commitment should not be too painful to this region (compared to the
alternative). These conditions involve the cost and benefit of commitment. On the cost
side, given that commitment requires to reduce emissions, the threshold should be high
enough so that there is an incentive to make the effort. Moreover, the expected damage
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under SRM should be high enough compared to the certain damage with commitment.
This ensures that the benefit from commitment, in terms of avoided damage, is sizable.
Under these conditions, the threat of SRM – by acting as a commitment device – may
promote more mitigation than otherwise.
Our last contribution in this article is to empirically investigate if, under empirically
reasonable parameter configurations and within this specific setup, we actually observe
that the equilibrium with commitment Pareto dominates the equilibrium with unconditional strategies. To study this we calibrate the model to real world data. In addition,
we slightly extend the model by allowing for discounting, by introducing region-specific
production functions, and by having both regions exposed to potential SRM damages.
We find that, even if the region that feels threatened by the potential SRM deployment
of the other region is the one that bears the full cost of reducing its emissions, under general parameter configurations the equilibrium with commitment would still be the Pareto
dominating equilibrium. We interpret this as indication that the coordination strategy
may be a superior strategy (compared to the non-cooperative one) after all.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the general game-theoretic
set up and characterizes candidates for subgame perfect Nash equilibria in SRM and
emissions. In Section 3, we develop a simple linear quadratic game which allows us to
address the main question raised by the present analysis. In Section 3.2 we calibrate the
linear quadratic model to real world data and show that indeed the commitment outcome
may be preferred for plausible parameter values. Section 4 concludes.

2

General game-theoretic set up

We split the world into two regions,2 which are asymmetrically impacted by climate
change. We furthermore restrict our focus to two periods, which is sufficient to capture
the essential intertemporal trade-offs that arise in this model. We assume that, during
2

This allows us to keep a more compact notation but it introduces some requirement for coordination

that we do not model in this paper. We will discuss the implication later.
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the first period, our two regions, indexed by j = i, −i, release emissions, ej , for a private
P
benefit, F (ej ), with F 0 (ej ) > 0, F 00 (ej ) < 0. The resulting aggregate emissions e = j ej ,
which form the stock of greenhouse gases in period 2, affect temperature, which in turn
determines the extent of the climate damage that will be felt in the second period. As
the relationship between cumulative emissions and the global mean surface temperature
is linear (IPCC, 2013), we can choose units of measurement such that temperature equals
the stock of greenhouse gases (Moreno-Cruz and Smulders, 2017). In the second period,
regions decide over SRM measures, of an extent gj ≥ 0, which come at a monetary cost
C(gj ), with C(0) = 0, C(gj )0 > 0, C 00 (gj ) > 0. The potential corner solution gj = 0 is of
particular interest. Whereas we assume that the two regions are symmetric with respect
to private benefits of emissions and costs of SRM – we take this assumption simply for
mathematical convenience and relax it later – they are heterogeneous with respect to the
climate damages which materialize in period 2.
We consider SRM as a last resort option to be used once severe climate damages are
expected to occur. If no region chooses to deploy SRM, then both regions suffer from a
simple, asymmetric climate damage, Djc (e), with Djc0 (e) > 0, Djc0 (e) > 0. In the absence of
SRM, region −i is more vulnerable to climate change than region i, i.e. marginal damages
c0
are higher, Dic0 (e) < D−i
(e), ∀e.

Our first departure from standard modeling is that we assume that as soon as a region
undertakes SRM, then the system shifts to a different regime. This different regime is
characterized by a new source of uncertainty that is due to the implementation of SRM. We
suppose that once a region undertakes SRM, then the uncertainty surrounding the impact
of SRM on the climate system and the beliefs held by citizens about the acceptability of
SRM makes damage essentially uncertain.
We model the system’s shift to a new risky world by a change in the damage function
P
from Djc (e) to Djs (ẽ, ω), with ẽ = e − g, g = j gj , and ω a discrete random variable
taking values in the set Ω = {ω, ω}, with well-defined probability distribution. Thus,
the immediate benefit of SRM is that the temperature is reduced to the ‘engineered’
temperature ẽ, while the indirect cost (in addition to the direct cost of implementing
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SRM) is the uncertainty it introduces over the climate system. Let us denote E[Dj (ẽ)] as
the expected damage. If engineered temperature ẽ was a the same level as e, ẽ = e = x,
both absolute and marginal damages would be higher, i.e.
Dic (x) ≤ E[Di (x)] < E[D−i (x)], ∀x.

(1a)

0
(x)], ∀x.
Dic0 (x) ≤ E[Di0 (x)] < E[D−i

(1b)

This means that also with SRM, region −i remains more vulnerable to climate change
than region i. The direct implication of these assumptions is that region −i is the one
with the highest incentive to deploy SRM. Thus, if there is one region that may want
to undertake SRM, then it will be region −i. Given that emissions in period 1 affect
temperature in period 2, and thereby the incentives to undertake SRM, then it is clear
that the decision to undertake SRM will be determined by the stock of greenhouse gases
inherited from the first period. Thus, we may expect that if cumulative emissions remain
very low, then there will be no benefit from deploying SRM. Furthermore, since SRM
involves the shift to (uncertain) climate damages, this information should matter to the
regions when they choose their emission levels. Hence the timing of the game is crucial.

2.1

Timing and strategies of the game

Our problem can suitably be designed as a two-stage, two-period game by the two regions:
1. First stage (commitment problem): The regions choose whether or not commit to
reducing emissions to jointly meet the threshold that there will be no SRM in the
future.
2. Second stage (two-period game):
2.1 Choice of the emission levels,
2.2 Choice of the (non-negative) amount of SRM.
The second stage comprises two periods that form the climate change game in which
continuous decisions, regarding emissions and SRM deployment, have to be taken. We
8

begin with a presentation of the timing and strategies in this second stage, before moving
back to the first stage where only one discrete choice remains.
In the first period, regions non-cooperatively choose their emission levels, whereas
in the second period, they will have to decide on the levels of SRM deployment. Both
decisions are interwoven. Depending on the level of aggregate emissions in period 1, the
Nash equilibrium in period 2 may or may not include positive levels of SRM. Clearly, there
will be some critical thresholds in terms of aggregate emissions such that none, only one,
or both regions will find it optimal to deploy SRM. This also implies that in some cases,
these thresholds may enter each region’s decision problem as an additional constraint in
the first period.
Regions should take into account this information when choosing their emissions levels
in period 1. As to the strategic choice of emissions, we then expect that two types of
interaction may occur. Either the regions get rid of the (potential) constraint on aggregate
emissions and freely choose their emission levels in the first period, being aware that this
will trigger SRM deployment in period 2. This is the first candidate to the subgame perfect
equilibrium (SPE) that we will refer to as the equilibrium in unconditional strategies (US).
Or, they decide to restrict aggregate emissions to a level such that SRM deployment will
not occur in period 2. This provides us with a second candidate to the SPE that we label
the equilibrium in conditional strategies (CS).
From the analysis of the second stage, there possibly exist two SPE, the CS and the
US. This means that besides their continuous decisions, players have a discrete choice
to make. This brings us to the first stage of the game in which regions have to decide
which equilibrium to play. Here it is worth emphasizing that since the CS equilibrium
naturally comes with a reduction in aggregate emissions (compared to the US), it raises
the question of how the resulting burden is split among the two regions and involves
some sort of coordination and commitment. We do not model the negotiation process
that would lead to a particular sharing rule as our aim is to focus on the commitment
problem. We consider that regions have to commit to a costly reduction in emissions
based on a given sharing rule, and rely on an individual rationality condition (participation
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constraint). This means that commitment and the CS equilibrium will arise if and only
if no region obtains a reduction in its welfare compared to what it would get by playing
the US equilibrium.
In the end, the question we seek to address is the following: Is there a way to share
the burden imposed by the reduction of emissions that comes with commitment compatible with both regions not being worse off in the conditional scenario (CS) than in the
unconditional scenario (US)? To answer this question, the problem is solved backwards,
starting with the second period (of the second stage) problem.
Finally note that we can define a reference scenario as the one where regions noncooperatively choose emissions in the first period, but cannot invest in SRM in the second
period. This is a simultaneous game in emissions where emissions are unconstrained by
the potential investment in SRM in the second period. Hence we call the equilibrium that
results from this reference scenario the unconstrained Nash equilibrium (UN). This will
be helpful to compare to the two equilibria discussed above.3

2.2

Second period: SRM decisions

We proceed backwards for the resolution starting with the SRM game of the second period
where the stock of greenhouse gases – i.e, first period’s emissions – is taken as given. Given
the stock of greenhouse gases, e, and the other region’s strategy, region j solves:
min {E[Dj (e − g)] + C(gj )} .
gj ≥0

The first order condition (FOC) is given by:
(
E[Dj0 (e − g)] − C 0 (gj ) ≤ 0,
(E[Dj0 (e − g)] − C 0 (gj )) gj = 0, gj ≥ 0 for j ∈ {i, −i} .
3

The UN can actually be a SPE of the two-period game. However, this occurs only when resulting

aggregate emissions are too low to induce future SRM deployment and/or SRM deployment is too costly
for the US equilibrium to exist. In the coming analysis, we discard this case because it is not the
interesting one.
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These first order conditions allow us to identify two thresholds for the stock of greenhouse
gases, 0 < ē−i < ēi , that trigger SRM deployment by respectively player −i and i.
Depending on the level of cumulative emissions in period 1 there may exist three (mutually
exclusive) Nash equilibria in period 2:
1. a corner equilibrium without SRM, g = 0, iff e ∈ [0, ē−i ],
2. an equilibrium with unilateral SRM by region −i, g−i > 0 and gi = 0, iff e ∈ (ē−i , ēi ],
3. an interior equilibrium with positive SRM by both regions, g−i > gi > 0, iff e > ēi .
Not surprisingly, we find a corner solution if the stock of greenhouse gases is very low, an
interior solution if it is very high, and there is an intermediate situation in which region
−i is the only one to undertake SRM. We are particularly interested in the threshold
ē−i between no SRM and unilateral SRM deployment by region −i. With a slight abuse
of notation, and omitting for now the index, this threshold ē is implicitly defined by
0
(ē)] and thus explicitly given by ē = (E[D−i ]0 )−1 (C 0 (0)). For all e > ē, it is
C 0 (0) = E[D−i

then possible to characterize a reaction function:
0
g−i = g−i (e) with g−i
=

00
]
E[D−i
∈ (0, 1).
00
00
C + E[D−i
]

(2)

The level of the threshold ē will be crucial in the analysis of the first period’s outcome.

2.3

First period: emission decisions

We now look at the emission decisions in the first period. First we introduce the UN
equilibrium, which is our reference game where regions are not allowed to invest in SRM.
Thus, regions do not need to take into account how their emissions may influence the
second period’s strategies. We then study how emissions in unconditional strategies are
influenced by their impact on the potential SRM in the second period. This yields an
equilibrium that will be one candidate for the SPE. Then we look at the game that would
take place under commitment where emissions are chosen with strategies conditional on
11

each other and the second period’s SRM choices. This will yield our second equilibrium
that will be another candidate for the SPE.

2.3.1

Unconstrained Nash equilibrium

We first study the reference game where both regions do not have the option to undertake
SRM and simultaneously choose emissions. We refer to the outcome as the UN equilibrium. Aggregate emissions are denoted by eu = eu−i + eui , where the two regions choose
their individual emission levels such as to maximize their net payoffs, taking the other
region’s emissions as given. The individual emission levels are implicitly given by
F 0 (euj ) = Djc0 (eu ) for j = i, −i.

(3)

Thus, aggregate emissions, eu , are given by
u

u

u

e = M (e ) with M (e ) =

X

Djc00
< 0.
F 00

P
0 −1

(F )

(Djc0 (eu ))

j

0

u

and M (e ) =

j

If aggregate emissions were less than the threshold ē identified above, then no region would
want to undertake SRM in the second period. As this is a somewhat trivial solution we
now impose
ē < eu .

(Condition 1)

Given Condition 1, (at least) region −i would have an incentive to undertake SRM in the
second period if both regions were to emit as if the SRM option was not available.
Note, however, that the UN remains a candidate for the SPE when the SRM option is
available and Condition 1 holds. Indeed, in this context, region −i will undertake SRM if
and only if it expects a higher payoff with SRM than without (that is at the UN). In the
coming analysis, we will focus on the situation in which SRM by region −i represents a
credible threat, meaning that SRM deployment is a dominant strategy and the UN is no
longer a possible SPE.
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2.3.2

Emissions in unconditional strategies

Suppose that regions choose their emissions without staying below the threshold that will
trigger SRM deployment by region −i.4 Both regions anticipate the SRM deployment by
region −i and the effect on expected climate damages. The two regions choose emission
levels ei and e−i according to
eni = arg max {F (ei ) − E[Di (ei + e−i − g−i (ei + e−i ))]} ,
ei

en−i

(4)

= arg max {F (e−i ) − E[D−i (ei + e−i − g−i (ei + e−i ))] − C(g−i (ei + e−i ))} ,
e−i

where both players also anticipate that region −i will choose the amount of SRM in
period 2 such as to maximize payoffs for the given stock of greenhouse gases. The two firstorder conditions that characterize the resulting Nash equilibrium thus become, denoting
en = eni + en−i ,
0
F 0 (eni ) = (1 − g−i
(en ))E[Di0 (en − g−i (en ))]
0
F 0 (en−i ) = E[D−i
(en − g−i (en ))].

(5)

These conditions can be compared to the ones characterizing the UN, given in equations
(3). For region −i, the marginal cost of emissions (at the right-hand side) is higher under
SRM because of the switch from a certain to an expected damage. This is the hazard effect
of SRM deployment on the emission trade-off. For region i, a similar effect is present, but
0
in addition, the condition includes an additional term (1 − g−i
(.)) that is multiplied with

expected marginal climate damage. This is because region i takes into account region −i’s
reaction to an increase in its emissions. It knows that part of its emissions will be offset
by SRM, which tends to lower the marginal cost of emissions. We dub this the cooling
effect.
Both effects work in opposite directions on the emissions of player i. If the cooling
effect is very strong, then the additional uncertainty arising from SRM deployment is less
4

We could easily extend the subsequent analysis to one with many regions. However, to avoid math-

ematical clutter we decided to opt for two regions alone, as this is sufficient to provide the general idea
of the theory that we develop here.
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important as region i anticipates that region −i will tackle it through SRM. However, if
the hazard effect sufficiently outweighs the cooling effect, then SRM works as a threat to
region i as it then mainly increases the damage costs for region i. Overall, the hazard
effect dominates over the cooling effect if the following condition holds:
0
(1 − g−i
(y))E[Di0 (x)] ≥ Dic0 (x) for all x,

(Condition 2)

with x = ẽ = e and y implicitly defined by y = x + g(y). The LHS of the inequality
represents the expected marginal climate damage under SRM. Note that this is a stronger
condition than the ranking imposed in Condition 1. However, only if this condition is
satisfied would region i want to act qualitatively different when faced with the threat of
SRM deployment.
Overall, solving for this problem, we get a first candidate for the subgame perfect

equilibrium defined by the pair of strategy profiles ({eni , 0} , en−i , g−i (en ) ).
2.3.3

Emissions in conditional strategies

Suppose that both regions choose their emissions taking the other region’s emissions
as given, but conditional on the constraint that aggregate emissions do not exceed the
threshold level ē. Then, they face a common constraint, e ≤ ē, and solve:
max F (ej ) − Djc (e) subject to e ≤ ē for j ∈ {i, −i}.
ej

Under Condition 1, the constraint is binding, i.e. e = ē, and the FOCs are given by:
F 0 (ej ) = Djc0 (e) + λj ,

(6)

with λj ≥ 0 the (marginal) cost, for player j, of meeting the constraint.
Because of the common constraint that couples regions’ strategy spaces to each other,
we use a specific equilibrium concept, the coupled constraint Nash equilibrium, as introduced by Rosen (1965). Following Krawczyk (2005), we can introduce a pair of weights
P
(εi , ε−i ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] such that j εj = 1 and λj = εj λ, with λ > 0, the social value
14

of meeting the constraint. Then these weights εj represent region j’s ‘responsibility’ in
meeting the constraint. In other words, the weights give the share of the burden imposed
by the constraint. Take ε = εi , such that ε−i = 1 − ε. In the remainder of the analysis
we will refer to ε ∈ [0, 1], as a ‘sharing rule’.
Existence and uniqueness of a coupled constraint equilibrium, for any given sharing rule ε, follows straightforwardly from our assumptions above. In this equilibrium,
emission levels will be defined as a function of the sharing rule (thus the superscript
r), erj (ε) for j ∈ {i, −i}, and aggregate emissions will coincide with the threshold ē.
This equilibrium in conditional strategies can then be described by the pair of strategies

({eri (ε), 0} , er−i (ε)), 0 .

2.4

Commitment problem

What comes out of the previous analysis is the existence of two candidates to the subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium (SPE). The first possible SPE arises from the non-cooperative
strategies of both regions, which may lead to an equilibrium where either no region, one
region or both regions invest in SRM. Under Condition 1 we know that at least one player
wants to undertake SRM in the second period, while under Condition 2 we know that
only region −i has incentives to undertake SRM. The second possible SPE is the one that
follows when both regions comply with the threshold ē, but still choose their emissions
non-cooperatively, in order to remain in the regime without SRM. The question we now
ask is under which conditions does the CS equilibrium arise as the SPE?
We will not model the negotiation process that yields us a specific sharing rule, ε.
The literature has identified sufficiently many of these and, while we know that different
negotiation processes lead to different sharing rules, it is enough for our purpose to characterize the resulting equilibria for a given sharing rule. We thus study which set(s) of
sharing rules gives rise to the different equilibria, rather than asking what comes out of a
particular negotiation process. Hence, we build the analysis on an individual rationality
condition according to which regions choose to obey the condition of not exceeding the
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threshold (and then play CS) if they expect a payoff that is not lower than what they
would get under US. The answer to the above question ultimately involves the comparison
between payoffs at the SPE candidates. We then define Πnj and Πrj (ε) as the payoffs at
the US vs. CS, and denote by Πuj the payoffs at the UNE.
As for CS, we especially look at two sharing rules. First, we deal with the case ε = 1,
in which region i bears the whole responsibility of complying with the constraint, and
search for the conditions under which Πnj ≤ Πrj (1) for j ∈ {i, −i}. This is clearly the
worst case for region i. Yet, it is natural to look at this case since region −i is the one
that undertakes SRM and given that it this imposes a threat on region i, the latter may
unilaterally find it optimal to lower its emissions. On the other hand, one may argue that
this situation, where one region bears all the burden of meeting the constraint e ≤ ē, is
not relevant because at the international stage there is often some kind of multilateralism
(Horton, 2011). Hence we also study the general case in which regions share the burden,
ε < 1, and highlight the conditions for Πni < Πri (ε) for j ∈ {i, −i}.
As our general model does not allow us to derive specific conditions, in the remainder
we consider a linear quadratic application that allows for a full analytical treatment.

3

Linear quadratic application

We now turn to a linear-quadratic specification of functional forms, which allows us to
characterize and derive closed-form solutions for the two candidates for the subgame
perfect equilibrium (SPE) and then identify under which sharing rules either of the two
is the actual SPE. All calculations are relegated into the Appendix.
We specify the functional forms as follows


1
F (ej ) = a ej b − ej
2
dj
Djc (e) = e2
2
c2
C(gj ) = c1 gj + gj2
2
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(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

They satisfy all assumptions made above. Moreover we choose the simplest description
of the impacts of SRM. We consider that under SRM the damage function becomes
Djs = ωDjc (e), with ω a discrete random variable. For instance, we may assume that there
exist two states of the world: ω = 1, with probability pj , and ω > 1, with probability
1 − pj . Denoting d˜j as the expected value of the slope of the marginal damage function
for region j, for simplicity we further impose
di ≤ d˜i < d−i = d˜−i ,

(8)

which boils down to assuming that region −i perfectly controls the impact of SRM on the
local climate (p−i = 1), but SRM represents a potential threat to region i.5
In this example, Condition 1 can be written as
eu =

2ab
c1
> ē =
a + di + d−i
d−i

(9)

which yields a necessary and sufficient condition on parameter values for SRM deployment
in the second period. Condition 2 can be written as the following condition on parameter
values:



d
−i
d˜i ≥ di 1 +
≡ ∆i
c2

(10)

This condition states that the marginal damage under SRM needs to be high enough,
such that player i would like to prevent SRM from happening. The right-hand-side of
Condition (10) defines the threshold value for this.
Next, we study the existence of each possible SPE, which boils down to showing that
the different emission subgames in the first period of the second stage have a solution.

3.1

Candidates for the subgame perfect equilibrium

The following proposition summarizes the existence conditions for the UN equilibrium and
the two different candidates for the SPE we are interested in, the US equilibrium where
regions non-cooperatively choose their emission levels in the first period, being aware
5

Relaxing this assumption would not change our qualitative results.
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of the shift into an SRM regime in period 2, and the CS equilibrium where aggregate
emissions in the first period are chosen such that there will be no SRM in the second
period.
Proposition 1 Under conditions (8)—(10), there exists a unique
a) UNE featuring euj ≥ 0 for all j if and only if
a ≥ d−i − di .

(11)

b) US equilibrium with enj ≥ 0 for all j and en > ē if and only if
c2 + d−i
d˜i <
(2 a b d−i − c1 (a + d−i )) ≡ ∆i .
c1 c2

(12)

c) CS equilibrium conditional on ε with erj (ε) ≥ 0 for all j and for all ε if and only if
a b d−i − c1 (a + di ) ≤ 0.

(13)

Proof 1 See the Appendix A.
Conditions (11) and (13) ensure that individual emissions are non-negative at the
UN and the CS. Condition (11) tells us that the heterogeneity in terms of damage must
be bounded from above in order for both regions to release a non-negative amount of
emissions at the Nash equilibrium. Condition (13) ensures that, whatever the scenario,
no region has the capacity to saturate the constraint on aggregate emissions imposed by
the threshold with its own emissions. This is somehow very demanding but allows us to
avoid unnecessary complications.6
According to condition (12), for the aggregate emissions at the UN to effectively lie
above the threshold, actual marginal damage should not be too high for this region to
ignore the constraint and play the no commitment equilibrium.7 Overall, the number of
6
7

The alternative is to define the interval of variation of ε compatible with non-negative emissions.
Condition (9) guarantees that the right-hand-side of (12) is positive.
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existence conditions and assumptions at this stage is quite limited. Besides the conditions
required to meet the non-negativity constraints, the two additional conditions (10) and
(12) define an interval [∆ , ∆i ] of variation for d˜i , with boundaries given by the right-hand
i

sides of Conditions (10) and (12). As should already be clear, this parameter d˜i will play
a crucial role in the coming analysis.
Last, we obtain that aggregate emissions are lower at the CS than at the US (and the
UN). But the comparison between individual emissions is not straightforward. At least
we can conclude in the limit cases: when all the burden imposed by the constraint is on
region i’s shoulders, i.e., ε = 1, its emissions will be set below the ones released at the
US. So this region will reduce emissions even further compared to the benchmark (UN).
This allows region −i to increase its own emissions (er−i (1) > en−i ). We get the opposite
for ε = 0.
We now search for the conditions under which commitment emerges in the first stage.

3.1.1

Comparison between regions’ payoffs

First suppose that the burden imposed by the constraint on aggregate emissions lies on
region i’s shoulders only: ε = 1. As region −i does not incur costs of SRM, it prefers the
CS in which region i only takes care of the constraint over US. So we have to compare the
payoffs obtained by region i in the US vs. CS equilibrium. These payoffs are respectively
given by (multiplied by 2a; see Appendix):

Πri (1) = −3 (a b)2 + 4 a b (a + d−i )ē − ((a + d−i )2 + adi )ē2 ,

2 !
c
2
Πni = (ab)2 − d˜i a +
d˜i (ẽn )2 ,
c2 + di

(14)
(15)

where ẽn is the ‘engineered’ temperature in the US equilibrium, which is independent of
di , as region −i chooses the engineered temperature according to its preferences. Also
ē = c1 /d−i does not depend on d˜i .
We get the following result:
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ˆ i < ∆i such that Πri (1) ≥ Πni for all d˜i ≥ ∆
ˆ i.
Proposition 2 There exists a unique ∆
In other words, region i finds it optimal to commit to meeting the threshold in order
to avoid SRM deployment if and only if the relative benefit from committing is sizable
enough, with takes the form of the avoided extra damage from SRM and is captured by
the size of d˜i .
ˆ i is not met in practice, there still may be scope for sharing
If the condition d˜i > ∆
the burden of meeting the constraint in such a way that both regions are better off than
in the US equilibrium. We thus now study whether there are conditions under which
ˆ i . Compared to the literature
Πnj < Πrj (ε) for both regions j = i, −i even if d˜i < ∆
applying the concept of coupled constraint Nash equilibrium to environmental problems
(see among others Tidball and Zaccour 2009; Morgan and Prieur 2013), we do not impose
a particular sharing rule, ε. Rather our aim is to study if there exist rules that are
compatible with commitment at the equilibrium.
For that purpose, we consider the most interesting situation where region −i would
prefer the US to the CS where it bears all the constraint (Πr−i (0) < Πn−i ). In this case,
from the direct comparison of the two regions’ payoffs in the US and the CS equilibrium
(see Appendices A.3.1 and A.3.2), it is possible to determine a critical sharing rule for
each region according to which they prefer the CS equilibrium. Clearly, the larger ε,
the better region −i, and the worse region i. Let us denote these critical sharing rules
respectively as εi and ε−i . A sharing rule where both regions are better off under CS than
under US exists if and only if ε−i 5 εi . The remaining open question thus is under which
conditions this inequality holds true. This leads us to the following Proposition.
˜i < ∆
ˆ i and
Proposition 3 If d˜i is larger than a critical threshold ∆
(a + di + d−i )2 − 4d−i (a + d−i )
ē
>
,
eu
(a + di + d−i )2 − 4di d−i

(16)

then there exists a non-empty range of variation of ε, that includes the uniform rule
εu = 21 , such that for every sharing rule taken in this interval both regions find it optimal
to commit.
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increasing marginal damage d˜i under SRM in region i
Figure 1: Illustration of the different cases with respect to the marginal damage under
SRM in region i, d˜i .
In words, the threat of SRM may induce regions to commit to not exceeding a critical
emission threshold, thereby increasing global mitigation compared to the equilibrium with
unconditional strategies. Of course, commitment is more likely to occur when regions
share the burden imposed by the reduction of emissions. The conditions under which this
conclusion holds have to do with both the cost and benefit of commitment. The benefit
takes the form of an avoided extra damage induced by SRM, and it should be sizable
for the region that faces the threat of SRM. In other words, the expected damage under
SRM should be high enough. As to the cost, commitment comes with a cost since it
forces regions to reduce their emissions compared to the US scenario. Clearly, the larger
the threshold, the lower the effort and the higher the incentive to commit. This is the
meaning of condition (16).
Overall, we get the opposite conclusion compared to the literature that adopts a centralized perspective and emphasizes that the option to undertake SRM in the future
should induce regions to reduce their current mitigation efforts (Jamieson, 1996; Keith,
2000; Quaas et al., 2017). The difference can be explained by the role of strategic interactions and the interpretation of SRM as a commitment device.
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3.2

Numerical application

In order to quantify the effects and to see whether the equilibrium in conditional strategies
may be the one that actually comes out of the interaction we calibrate the linear quadratic
model to real world data. For that we have to calibrate the temperature-emission function,
the damage function, the cost of SRM and the production function.

3.2.1

Calibration

Our calibration of the emissions-carbon-temperature relationship is based on the IPCC A2
scenario, according to which the relationship between emissions and the carbon stock is
approximately linear. Similarly, as the AR5 IPCC Synthesis report shows, the relationship
between the carbon stock and temperature change is approximately linear, too. We can
thus assume that the temperature-emission relationship is given by
Tt+1 = Tt + γ(eit + e−it ).
Denoting the change in temperature by dT = Tt+1 − Tt we then get
dT = γ (ei + e−i ).
Based on the simulations underlying the A2 climate scenario we obtain dT = 0 with
(eit + e−it ) = 0 (preindustrial); dT = 1◦ C with (eit + e−it ) = 8.6 (GtC per yr in 2010);
dT = 4.5◦ C with (eit + e−it ) = 28 (GtC per yr in 2100 based on RCP 8.5). Assuming our
linear relationship between emissions and the change in temperature implies thus γ = .12,
or γ = .16. We choose an average given by γ = 0.14◦ C/GtC.
We calibrate the damage-temperature relationship based on country-level, climate
change impact data from Roson and Sartori (2016). They estimate the country-level
damages in percent of GDP from a 3◦ C warming. As the database does not include
all countries, we extrapolate impacts for those missing observations from neighboring
countries. The GDP data we take from the SSP1 scenario, provided at the country-level,
for the year 2030. Thus the assumption is that the emissions from 2010 induce damages
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in 2030, which also gives rise to the recursive feature of the model. We assume this is the
appropriate delay in the carbon cycle between emissions and their maximum impact on
temperature.
We calibrate damages according to the quadratic form
ψi · GDPi =

di
(dT )2 ,
2

where ψi is the country-specific damage, GDPi is GDP of country i in the year 2030, and
di is the percent GDP damage coefficient. As the ψi data is given for a 3◦ C warming,
then for dT = 3◦ C we can solve for country-level GDP impacts, at a generic temperature
level, di . Thus, our damage function is
Dic (dT ) =

di
· dT 2 .
2

Considering the simplest case, that is a binary random variable with possible realizations
ω = 1 and ω > 1, the expected damage parameter is (pi di + (1 − pi ) d¯i ) with d¯i =
ωdi . We have no data about the different probabilities or the country-specific expected
changes to the temperature-damage relationship that arise from the use of SRM. Given
this uncertainty, we undertake sensitivity analysis with respect to d˜i . For the baseline
calibration we choose pi = 0.3, d¯i = 1.1 · di , d¯−i = d−i .
As we calibrate the damages to 2030, we also generalize our theoretical model by
allowing for discounting. We assume an annual discount rate of 5% which we attach to
the damages, and denote the corresponding discount factor by β.
For the costs of applying an amount gi of SRM, we consider the functional form
specified in equation (7c). Moriyama et al. (2017) argue that the marginal cost for SRM
based on presently existing technology is somewhere around 90 billion USD/W/m2 . In
order to use this estimate for c1 , we need to transform it into temperature units. We
know that 3.7W/m2 = 2◦ C warming, and thus one degree warming requires 3.7/2 = 1.85
W/m2 . Thus we obtain c1 = 0.09 · 1.85 trillion USD per degree cooling. For c2 we have
no information, so we shall do sensitivity analysis on this. In the baseline calibration we
set c2 = 0.1.
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Our data consists of emissions and GDP for each country in the world. In order to
stick to the model, we aggregate these country-level observations into two regions. We
relax the assumption of the analytical model that benefits of emissions are identical across
regions, but we maintain the assumption of the linear quadratic specification of functional
form (eq. 7a). Having these two regions, we thus need to estimate two parameters per
production function. Our approach is to calibrate the model under the assumption that
currently the countries behave according to the UN strategies, i.e., without taking the
SRM option into account. We then solve for the coefficients of the production functions
by solving the system given by the first-order conditions of the two regions emissions at
the Nash equilibrium, as well as their production functions. Thus our system is given by
ai (bi − eui ) = β di γ 2 (eui + eu−i ),
a−i (b−i − eu−i ) = βd−i γ 2 (eui + eu−i ),
GDPi = ai eui (bi − eui /2),
GDP−i = a−i eu−i (b−i − eu−i /2).

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

The variables GDPi and GDP−i are regional GDP levels in 2010. Given that we obtain
that all four parameters ai , a−i , bi , b−i are positive, we accept that this is as a reasonable
calibration for our model.
The regional split-up that we are working with is based on the World Bank regional
aggregates and combines Sub-Saharan Africa, Middle East & North Africa, and Latin
America & Caribbean into region −i, and the rest of the world in region i. The countries in
this region −i tend to be the ones that are impacted the strongest by climate change, and
thus individually tend to have high incentives to undertake SRM. The damage parameter
ψi is taken at the median level for each region; results with the average level are very
similar. GDP is measured at constant 2010 trillion USD, while the emissions are the
carbon emissions measured in gigatons carbon. For the 2030 GDP data we use the SSP1
scenario which is consistent with the carbon path of the A2 SRES scenario. The data is
given in Table 1. This gives us the following estimates for the parameters of the production
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Variable

Table 1: Regional data
Year Data

eui

2010

7.33 GtC

eu−i

2010

1.28 GtC

GDPi

2010

56.00 trillion USD (constant 2010)

GDP−i

2010

9.39 trillion USD (constant 2010)

GDPi

2030

101.75 trillion USD (constant 2010)

GDP−i

2030

26.26 trillion USD (constant 2010)

ψi

1.6 % GDP/3◦ C warming

ψ−i

7.1 % GDP/3◦ C warming

function
ai = 2.078

(21a)

a−i = 11.329

(21b)

bi = 7.341

(21c)

b−i = 1.288

(21d)

We then calculate ē−i and ē, which is given by
ē−i = c1 /((p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i )γβ),
which yields ē = 8.568 GtC. Our calibration yields also an ēi = 9.512 GtC. In addition,
aggregate emissions at the UNE, or basically the current level of world emissions, is equal
to eu = 8.617 GtC.

3.2.2

Results

Now we can solve for the US and the CS. The conditions describing these two types of
equilibria for the heterogeneous payoff functions are developed in Appendix D.
Clearly, changing pi or d¯i has the same implications on the model outcome, so in fact
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they boil down to one degree of freedom and not two.8 In our sensitivity analysis we will
thus simply change d¯i , knowing that this is equivalent to changing pi , and only provide
the numbers for d˜i . Our objective is to show that, even in this very simple model and
in the worst case scenario where the whole burden of the CS equilibrium lies with region
1, there exist reasonable parameters that yield us the result that region 1 prefers to play
CS, while region 2 is better off in the CS than in the US equilibrium. These results are
presented in Table 2.
As the results in Table 2 show, at least in the vicinity of our calibration but also for a
large range of the c2 parameter, we find that the equilibrium in conditional strategies is
the sub-game perfect equilibrium. This equilibrium is still the extreme case where there
is no burden sharing and region i bears the whole cost of emission reductions. One could
very well imagine that, in the case of burden sharing with region −i also investing in
emission reductions, there are larger ranges of parameters for which the equilibrium in
conditional strategies is the sub-game perfect equilibrium.

4

Table 2: Numerical results
c2
Πri
Πni

Πr−i

Πn−i

55.8921

9.28744

9.28624

55.8988

55.8914

9.28744

9.28624

.001

55.8988

55.8926

9.28744

9.28624

.1

55.8988

55.8954

9.28744

9.28624

∆i

∆−i

0.408525

0.413159

.1

55.8988

0.408525

0.413159

100

0.408525

0.413159

0.395586

0.413159

Conclusion

In this article we investigate whether a unilateral threat to employ SRM can induce players
to commit to strategies with increased mitigation effort compared to what they would do
in the absence of commitment.
8

By this we mean that for any change in d¯i > di we can find a change in pi that yields us the same

expected damage as before.
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For that purpose, we develop a two-region, (two-stage and) two-period game where
regions choose emissions (or mitigation) and SRM. We first analyze a general model and
discuss the potential outcomes, in terms of equilibrium and strategy. In the first period,
regions choose their greenhouse gas emission levels, which yields a private benefit, but
causes future climate damages, which are heterogeneous across world regions. In the
second period, depending on aggregate emissions, regions can decide to undertake solar
radiation management (SRM) at some cost. SRM is a means to reduce temperature,
but at the same time it is perceived as a risky activity since it potentially involves a
series of negative environmental impacts. This is captured by assuming that positive
SRM induces a shift from a certain damage to a (larger) expected damage. Solving for
the Nash equilibrium in SRM strategies allows us to identify a critical emission threshold
that triggers (unilateral) SRM by the region that is the most vulnerable to climate change.
The main part of the analysis then consists in investigating how the potential deployment of SRM in the future affects current emissions. In the first period, regions have
two options. Either they commit to meeting the threshold and face the resulting coupled
constraint on aggregate emissions that prevents for SRM deployment in the second period.
Or they act non-cooperatively and choose their emissions knowing that this will trigger
(unilateral) SRM. Each scenario provides us with a candidate for the subgame perfect
equilibrium (SPE).
We ultimately want to know under which conditions the threat of SRM may act as
a coordination device by inducing regions to play the former SPE. This boils down to
comparing the payoffs obtained at the two SPEs, which requires to study a more specific
linear-quadratic application. We find that under some conditions involving the cost and
benefit of SRM deployment, both regions may find it individually optimal to refrain
from emitting too much in order to avoid SRM. This conclusion holds true even in the
worst scenario in which one region – the one that will not undertake SRM – bears alone
the responsibility of meeting (or not) the constraint. Finally, we calibrate the linearquadratic model to real-world data and show that indeed there exist plausible ranges
for the parameters under which commitment to prevent from future SRM use Pareto
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dominates the SPE characterized by too high emissions and the use of SRM.
Our main take-away message is then somewhat different from the literature that adopts
a more centralized perspective and emphasizes that the option to undertake SRM in the
future should induce regions to reduce their current mitigation efforts (Jamieson, 1996;
Keith, 2000; Quaas et al., 2017). We find that if regions can coordinate, then they may
very well chose a level of emissions that is so low (or a mitigation level that is sufficiently
high) such that SRM in the second period will not be worthwhile. The difference in results
can be explained by the role of strategic interactions and the interpretation of SRM as a
coordination device.
In terms of future research, we suggest that it would be useful to extend our result,
namely that there exist coordination mechanisms which turn a free driver into a team
player, to more general settings. In particular, future research may approach these questions: What other coordination strategies exist that take incentives away to free drive?
What interrelation is there between free drivers and free riders? Can we design coordination strategies that bring both free riders and free drivers together?
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Appendix
A

Proof of Proposition 1

A.1

Unconstrained Nash equilibrium (UNE)

Aggregate emissions eu and the two regions’ emissions are:
eu =
euj =

2ab
a+di +d−i
1
(a b − dj
a

eu )

Under condition (8), the UNE is well-defined – i.e. euj ≥ 0 for all j – iff
d−i eu ≤ a b

⇔

a ≥ d−i − di > 0.

(A.22)

This requires the difference between damage parameters is bounded (limited heterogeneity w.r.t to climate damage).
The two regions’ payoffs at the UNE are given by (multiplied by 2a):
Πuj = (ab)2 − dj (a + dj )(eu )2 for j = i, −i.

A.2

(A.23)

Second period game

 0

With the linear-quadratic specification, the condition C 0 (0) = E D−i
(ē) for the threshold
level ē becomes c1 = d−i ē. Thus, eu > ē if and only if (9) holds.

A.3
A.3.1

First period problem
US equilibrium

The amount of SRM is determined by d−i (en − g−i ) = c1 + c2 g−i , and thus
g−i (e) =

d−i en − c1
d−i + c2
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(A.24)

Equations (5) characterizing the US equilibrium simplify to
c2
c1 + c2 e n
d˜i
c2 + d−i
c2 + d−i
n

c
+
c
e
1
2
a b − en−i = d−i
c2 + d−i
a (b − eni ) =

Summing the two equations, we have


c2
c1 + c2 e n
n
2ab − ae =
d˜i + d−i
c2 + d−i
c2 + d−i
 


2
2
˜
2 a b (c2 + d−i ) − c2 di + d−i + d−i c1
 


en =
a (c2 + d−i )2 + c2 d˜i + d−i + d2−i c2

(A.25a)
(A.25b)

(A.26)

(A.27)

Thus,
d˜i c1 + c2 en
c2
c2 + d−i a c2 + d−i
d−i c1 + c2 en
=b−
a c2 + d−i

eni = b −
en−i

(A.28)

The US equilibrium is well-defined iff enj ≥ 0 for all j and en > ē. The latter inequality is
equivalent to


2
˜
2 a b (c2 + d−i ) − c2 di + d−i + d−i c1
c1


 
>
2
d−i
a (c2 + d−i ) + c2 d˜i + d−i + d2−i c2
2





(A.29)

Rearranging leads to (12).
In addition, under the conditions used so far, it is straightforward to check that individual emissions are non-negative without any further restriction provided that ab > c1 :
the marginal benefit from the first unit of emission is larger than marginal cost from the
first unit of SRM.
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Finally, regions’ payoffs at the US equilibrium (multiplied by 2a):

2 !
c
2
Πni = (ab)2 − d˜i a +
d˜i (ẽn )2 ,
c2 + d−i
Πn−i = (ab)2 − d−i (a + d−i ) (ẽn )2 − d−i a (ẽn )2 − c1
= (ab)2 − d−i (a + d−i ) (ẽn )2 +


ad2−i 2
ē − (ẽn )2 ,
c2

(A.30a)
(A.30b)
(A.30c)

where ẽn is the engineered temperature
ẽn ≡ en − q−i (en ) =

A.3.2

c1 + c2 e n
c2 + d−i

CS equilibrium

Solving the problem faced by the regions when they commit to not exceeding the threshold,
we obtain the conditions for the coupled constraint Nash equilibrium, which is unique for
a given ε:
er (ε) = ē,
1
eri (ε) = [a b (1 − 2ε) + (ε (a + d−i ) − (1 − ε) di ) ē] ,
a
1
er−i (ε) = [−a b (1 − 2ε) + ((1 − ε) (a + di ) − ε d−i ) ē] .
a

(A.31a)
(A.31b)
(A.31c)

r0
At this equilibrium, we observe that er0
i (ε) < 0 and e−i (ε) > 0. Moreover, if we want

this solution to be well-defined for any ε, one must impose: erj (ε) ≥ 0 for all j, for all ε,
which is equivalent to

ē ≥ max
j

ab
a + dj


⇔

a b d−i − c1 (a + di ) ≤ 0.

(A.32)

This basically requires that a single region cannot bind the constraint alone when the
other region bears the entire burden. This is somehow very demanding but needed to
avoid unnecessary complications (the alternative is to define the interval of variation of ε
compatible with non-negative emissions).
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The two regions’ payoffs at the SPE with commitment in the first period are, multiplied
by 2a,
Πri (ε) = (1−4ε2 )(ab)2 +4ab(ε(a + d−i )−(1−ε)di )εē−(adi +(ε(a + d−i )−(1−ε)di )2 )ē2 ,
(A.33a)

Πr−i (ε) = −(1−2ε)(3−2ε)(ab)2 + 4ab((1−ε)(a+di ) − εd−i )(1−ε)ē
− (ad−i + ((1−ε)(a+di ) − εd−i )2 )ē2 . (A.33b)

B

Proof of Proposition 2

While Πri (1) does not depend on d˜i , as there is no SRM in the CS equilibrium, Πni is
decreasing in d˜i . Let us denote the difference Πri (1) − Πni as the function G(d˜i ), which is
increasing in d˜i ∈ [∆ , ∆i ). A necessary condition for unilateral commitment by region i
i

is limd˜i →∆i G(d˜i ) > 0, which is equivalent to:

4 a b ((a + d−i ) ē − a b) +

∆i

a+

c2
c2 + d−i

!

2
∆i

!
− a di − (a + d−i )2 ē2 > 0

After straightforward computations, one obtains that this inequality reduces to ∆i > di ,
ˆ i < ∆i such that
which holds under (8). This in turn implies that there exists a unique ∆
ˆ i.
Πni ≤ Πri (1) for all d˜i ≥ ∆

C

Proof of Proposition 3

r0
First, note that payoffs at the CS satisfy: Πr0
i (ε) < 0, Π−i (ε) > 0 for all ε ∈ [0, 1] (cf.

Appendix A.3.2). It is also easy to check that Πri (0) > Πni and Πr−i (1) > Πn−i : Both
regions would prefer the CS if the burden were to be fully imposed to the other region.
ˆ i then we know that Πn > Πr (1). Finally, region −i would be better
In addition, if d˜i < ∆
i
i
off in US than in CS when it would have to bear the full burden, Πr−i (0) < Πn−i . We thus
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consider the situation where both regions would prefer the US to the CS where they bear
all the constraint.
In this case, from the direct comparison of the two regions’ payoffs in the US and the
CS equilibrium (see Appendices A.3.1 and A.3.2), it is possible to determine a critical
sharing rule for each region according to which they prefer the CS equilibrium. Indeed,
the difference Πnj − Πrj (ε) gives a second order polynomial in ε for j = i, −i. Solving these
polynomials, we obtain
√

Πri (ε) = Πni
Πr−i (ε)

=

Πn−i

⇔
⇔

ε 5 εi =
ε = ε−i

Γi − di ē
(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)

(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē) + d−i ē −
=
(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)

(C.34)
√

Γ−i

(C.35)

with
Γi = d2i ē2 + 2 a (Πri (0) − Πni )

and

Γ−i = [(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē) + d−i ē]2 − 2 a (Πn−i − Πr−i (0)).
Both εi and ε−i are positive under the above conditions which guarantee eu > e, Πri (0) −
Πni > 0, and Πn−i − Πr−i (0) > 0.
A sharing rule where both regions are better off under CS than under US exists if and
only if ε−i 5 εi . Comparing these thresholds directly would be a tedious exercise. Rather,
we situate them with respect to the uniform rule εu = 12 . We obtain:

ε−i

1
⇔
2

1
(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)(4di ē + (a + di + d−i )(eu − ē))
8a
(C.36a)
1
1
(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)(4d−i ē + 3(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē))
5 ⇔ Πn−i − Πr−i (0) 5
2
8a
(C.36b)

εi =

Πri (0) − Πni =

A rough reading of these conditions provides us with a straightforward conclusion:
region i’s gain (when moving from the US to the CS with ε = 0) should be sizable
whereas the loss of region −i should not be too high. We now have to find the conditions
under which the two inequalities above are satisfied.
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For region −i we have

2 a Πr−i (0) − Πn−i = (a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)[(a + di + d−i )((eu − ē) + 2d−i ē]
ad−i 2
+ d−i (a + d−i +
)(ē − ẽ2 ).
c2
Using this, the first inequality in (C.36) can be rewritten as:





1
ad−i
u
u
(a+di +d−i )(e −ē) (a + di + d−i )((e − ē) + d−i ē < −d−i a + d−i +
ē2 − ẽ2 .
4
c2
Now, Πu−i < Πn−i is equivalent to:
u 2

2

d−i (a + d−i ) (e ) − ē




< −d−i

ad−i
a + d−i +
c2




ē2 − ẽ2 .

So it is sufficient to impose



1
u
u
(a + di + d−i )((e − ē) + d−i ē < d−i (a + d−i ) (eu )2 − ē2 ,
(a + di + d−i )(e − ē)
4
to get the result. This condition can be rewritten as:
(a + di + d−i )2 − 4d−i (a + d−i )
ē
>
.
eu
(a + di + d−i )2 − 4di d−i
For region i, we can define Πn−i − Πr−i (0) as a function of d˜i , for d˜i varying in the
ˆ i ), where ∆
ˆ i has been defined as the solution of Πr (1) = Πn . Denote this
interval (∆i , ∆
i
i
function by g(.), with:
d˜i
g(d˜i ) =
2a


a+

c2
c2 + d−i

2 !
d˜i ẽ2 − di (a + di )ē2 .

We have: g(d˜i ) > 0, g 0 (d˜i ) > 0 for all d˜i and,
ˆ i ) = (a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)((a + di + d−i )(eu − ē) + 2di ē).
g(∆
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of some d˜i ∈ (∆i , ∆i ) satisfying
the second inequality in (C.36) is
ˆ i ) > 1 (a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)(4di ē + (a + di + d−i )(eu − ē)),
g(∆
4
⇔ 3(a + di + d−i )(eu − ē) + di ē > 0
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which holds.
˜i < ∆
ˆ i such that εi ≥ 1 for all
We can finally conclude that there exists a unique ∆
2
˜
˜
˜
di ≥ ∆i . Note that it might be that ∆i < ∆i , in which case, the result holds without any
restriction.

D

Equilibrium conditions with heterogeneous regions

Here we develop the equilibrium conditions with heterogeneous regions that we use in
Section 3.2.2.
The unconditional scenario US is described by the following system of conditions:
n
ai (bi − eni ) = βγ(pi di + (1 − pi )d¯i )(γ(eni + en−i ) − gin − g−i
),

(D.37)

n
a−i (b−i − en−i ) = βγ(p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i )(γ(eni + en−i ) − gin − g−i
),
(D.38)


n
) − c1
β(pi di + (1 − pi )d¯i )(γ(eni + en−i ) − g−i
gin = max 0,
, (D.39)
¯
β(pi di + (1 − pi )di ) + c2


β(p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i )(γ(eni + en−i ) − gin ) − c1
n
g−i = max 0,
(D.40)
.
β(p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i ) + c2

Based on these solutions we calculate the indirect profits in the non-committed equilibrium
(pi di + (1 − pi )d¯i )
eni
n 2
)−β
(γ(eni + en−i ) − g−i
)
2
2
−c1 g1n − c2 /2(gin )2 .
(D.41)
n
e
(p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i )
n 2
(γ(eni + en−i ) − g−i
)
= a−i en−i (b−i − −i ) − β
2
2
n
n 2
−c1 g−i
− c2 /2(g−i
).
(D.42)

Πni = ai eni (bi −

Πn−i

We solve the commitment equilibrium CE, firstly for the case where region i bears the
full costs of adhering to the constraint. In this case we solve the following system
a−i (b−i − er−i ) = βd−i γ 2 ē,
eri = ē − er−i .
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(D.43)
(D.44)

Due to our extensions of discounting, β and the need for an additional parameter γ
to calibrate the emissions-temperature relationship, we have two additional parameters
here compared to the theory part. The di parameter used in the theory section then
corresponds to βγ 2 d˜i .
We then calculate the indirect profits in the committed equilibrium, which are given
by
eri
(pi di + (1 − pi )d¯i )
)−β
(γ(eri + er−i ))2 ,
2
2
er
(p−i d−i + (1 − p−i )d¯−i )
= a−i er−i (b−i − −i ) − β
(γ(eri + er−i ))2 .
2
2

Πri = ai eri (bi −
Πr−i

(D.45)
(D.46)

We then compare indirect profits between the non-committed and committed equilibrium in order to know whether region 1 has an incentive to play the committed equilibrium. The condition is Πri > Πni . We firstly check whether SRM deployment is a
dominant strategy for region 2 (conditions for Πu−i < Πn−i ), and then we assess if region
1 has an incentive to endorse the responsibility of cutting emissions in order to prevent
SRM deployment by region 2 (conditions for Πri > Πni ).
In the second scenario we allow for coupled constraints and study whether regions
want to share the burden imposed by not exceeding the threshold ē. We analyze which
sharing rule makes both regions better off under commitment.
The coupled constraint equilibrium is solved as follows. For ε ∈ [0, 1], with ελ ≡ λi
and ε−i ≡ λ−i , we get
ai (bi − eri ) = βγ 2 di (eri + er−i ) + ελ,
a−i (b−i − er−i ) = βγ 2 d−i (eri + er−i ) + (1 − ε)λ,
eri + er−i = ē.

(D.47)
(D.48)
(D.49)

This yields indirect profits given by
eri
di
) − β (γ(eri + er−i ))2 ,
2
2
r
e
d−i
= a−i er−i (b−i − −i ) − β
(γ(eri + er−i ))2 .
2
2

Πri = ai eri (bi −
Πr−i
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(D.50)
(D.51)
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